The electrocaloric effect (ECE) is investigated through indirect measurement in two lead-free [Bi1/ 2(Na,K)1/2]TiO3-based ceramics that were previously reported to display giant electro-strains. In the Nb-doped ceramic, denoted as BNKT-2.5Nb, a decent temperature change of ΔT=1.85 K and an electrocaloric responsivity of ΔT/ΔE=0.37 (10−6Km V−1) are found around room temperature (32°C). While in the Ta-doped ceramic, BNKT-1.5Ta, a wide operation temperature range (Tspan ~55 K) is observed near room temperature. Additional electrical measurements, as well as transmission electron microscopy experiments, are performed to identify the mechanisms of the ECE in both ceramics. 
I. Introduction
The electrocaloric effect (ECE) is the reversible temperature/entropy change (∆T/∆S) upon application or removal of electric field in a polar material under adiabatic/isothermal conditions. 1 When operated in a Carnot-like-four-step cycle, electrocaloric materials can produce efficient cooling on miniaturized devices. 2 Since the first electrocaloric material was discovered in 1930s, researchers have been searching for good ECE in ferroelectric materials in which the electric field is able to align the dipoles and decrease dipolar entropy. This entropy reduction under electric field tends to be maximized around the phase transition temperature where the ferroelectric phase (parallel dipoles) can be readily induced out of a relaxor phase 3, 4 (random dipoles), a paraelectric phase 5, 6 (no dipole) or an anti-ferroelectric phase 7.8 (antiparallel dipoles).
Thus, in order to have a large ∆T near room temperature, the phase transition temperature should be close to room temperature.
However, the ∆T in bulk ceramics is always too low to be utilized in practical applications because the ECE in bulk ceramics is limited by the low breakdown strength. In 2006, Mischenko et al. reported an outstanding ECE (∆T = 12 K under 480 kV/cm) in a 350 nm thick PbZr0.95Ti0.05O3 film. 9 After that, many promising electrocaloric materials in the form of thin film were reported. [10] [11] [12] However, the heat extraction capacity is always lower in thin film than their ceramics counterparts. 13 Therefore, bulk electrocaloric materials are still being searched and studied.
So far, most electrocaloric ceramics are lead-containing. Their replacement by lead-free electrocaloric ceramics with comparable properties is necessary due to the concern of Pb toxicity. (Bi1/2Na1/2)TiO3 (BNT) has very complex phase transitions from rhombohedral to tetragonal and from tetragonal to cubic at around 300 and 540 o C, respectively. 14 all chosen to obtain good ECE near room temperature.
In addition to ∆T, electrocaloric materials have also been evaluated using other figures of merit. Tmax, at which the maximum ∆T appears, indicates the working temperature of an electrocaloric material. ∆S, the entropy change, represents the ECE under isothermal conditions.
∆T/∆E, the electrocaloric responsivity, is used to quantify the ECE efficiency. Finally, Tspan refers to the temperature range in which a large ∆T can be maintained in electrocaloric materials and is defined as the temperature span over which ∆T is greater than 90% of the maximum ∆T. 21, 22 In this study, we used the indirect measurement to characterize the electrocaloric effect in both ceramics to demonstrate their potential multifunctional properties and to explore the mechanisms for ECE. The phase purity and crystal structure of the as-sintered ceramics were analyzed with X-ray diffraction (Model D500, Siemens, Germany). The temperature dependent heat capacity of the unpoled ceramics was determined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC, model Q2000, TA Instrument) at a heating rate of 10 o C min -1 . The density of the ceramics was measured using the Archimedes Method.
II. Experimental Procedure
Conventional and in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM, FEI Tecnai G2-F20) was employed to reveal the domain structure of virgin state, and states exposed to electric field. For these observations, the as-sintered pellets were mechanically ground and polished to 120 µm.
Disks of 3 mm in diameter were ultrasonically cut and the center portion was thinned to 10 µm by mechanical dimpling. Then, the BNKT-2.5Nb and BNKT-1.5Ta samples were annealed at 250 o C and 300 o C respectively for 0.5 hour to remove the residual stresses, followed by Ar-ion milling to the point of electron transparency. The details of the special configuration for in situ TEM have been outlined in our earlier publication. 
III. Results
The room temperature X-ray diffraction patterns of BNKT-2.5Nb and BNKT-1.5Ta assintered ceramics are shown in Fig. 1 . Both compositions form pure perovskite with a pseudocubic symmetry at room temperature. In both patterns, (002)pc diffraction peak at ~46. respectively) appear in both compositions. According to our previous study on BNT-based ceramics, 25 BNKT-2.5Nb and BNKT-1.5Ta are mainly mixed rhombohedral R3c and tetragonal P4bm phases, both of which are in the forms of nanometer-sized domains. Notice that, ½{ooe} superlattice spots are more discrete than ½{ooo} in BNKT-1.5Ta; but in BNKT-2.5Nb, ½{ooe} spots are equally diffuse as ½{ooo} in some grains or more diffuse than ½{ooo} in the rest.
The electro-strains in BNKT-2.5Nb and BNKT-1.5Ta ceramics under bipolar field are displayed in Fig. 3 . Highly asymmetric sprout-shaped strain loops are observable in both samples. Asymmetry is also seen in the corresponding polarization loops (not shown). Defect dipoles are speculated to be responsible for the observed asymmetry. 22 Giant strains, 0.70% in BNKT-2.5Nb and 0.59% in BNKT-1.5Ta, are developed at positive peak field (50 kV/cm).
These electro-strains are consistent with the range of measured values in our previous publications. 21, 22 The giant strain in BNT-based ceramics is ascribed to the reversible field induced phase transition, 21, 26 taking place in the ergodic relaxor which we believe to be the "relaxor ferrielectric" phase. 27 The most intriguing feature of our BNKT-based ceramics is their outstanding large-signal piezoelectric coefficients (d33*), 1400 pm V -1 in BNKT-2.5Nb and 1180 pm V -1 in BNKT-1.5Ta.
In BNT-based ceramics, large d33* can be realized around depolarization temperature. 28, 29 In our materials, giant room temperature d33* indicates that their Td are very close to room temperature.
In order to confirm this, we performed dielectric measurement on poled samples. Since our materials are mainly ergodic at room temperature, any ambient temperature poling is futile. temperature. 31 The slightly higher Td in BNKT-2.5Nb probably accounts for its larger electrostrain at room temperature than BNKT-1.5Ta.
In order to quantify the electrocaloric effect by the indirect method, we measured P-E loops and (c)), which are the signatures of reversible phase transitions between "relaxor ferrielectric"
and ferroelectric under electric field. As samples are cooled down, hysteresis loop gradually becomes normal, reflecting the fact that ferroelectric phase becomes more stable at lower temperatures. We also measured the P-E loops at low temperature in BNKT-2.5Nb and BNKT- (1)
where C is heat capacity and ρ is the material's density. The temperature dependence of polarization under various fields are extracted from the upper branches (E > 0) of P-E loops and values of ( � ) are derived from sixth-order polynomial fit to P(T) data (Fig. 6 ). The Tspan. In BNKT-1.5Ta, Tspan is as large as 55 K, much greater than 15 K in BNKT-2.5Nb. This means that BNT-1.5 Ta has a much broader working temperature range than BNKT-2.5Nb.
IV. Discussion
(1-x) (Bi1/2Na1/2)TiO3-x(Bi1/2K1/2)TiO3 forms a broad morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) in the range of x=0.16-0.20. 36 Our compositions lie within this region. However, the depolarization temperature at MPB is well above room temperature, 37 which is not ideal for room temperature electrocaloric materials given the fact that the maximum ∆T always appears around Td. Nb and Sr or Ta dopants have the capability to lower Td in BNT-based ceramics. 38 As
Td is being shifted toward room temperature, the increased structural instability makes the fieldinduced phase transition between P4bm ferrielectric phase and R3c ferroelectric phase easier at room temperature. As a result, large ∆T and giant electro-strain will be obtained around room temperature. According to our previous study, 21, 22 BNKT-2.5Nb displays larger electro-strain than either BNT-2.0Nb or BNT-3.0Nb; BNKT-1.5Ta has higher electro-strain than BNT-1.0Ta
and BNT-2.0Ta. It is likely that BNKT-2.5Nb and BNKT- In order to verify the mechanism of large electrocaloric response, especially in BNKT-2.5Nb, we conduct in situ TEM study (Fig. 7) . At virgin state ( Fig. 7(a) ), the grain is occupied with nanometer-sized domains. When an electric field is applied along the marked direction ( Fig.   7(b) ), nanometer-sized domains are transformed to large lamellar domains in most part of the grain. Correspondingly, in the inset of Fig. 7(a) , two sets of superlattice diffraction spots, ½{ooe} representing P4bm "relaxor ferrielectric" phase and ½{ooo} representing R3c relaxor ferroelectric phase, can be unambiguously seen in SAED at virgin state. However, when the sample is exposed to electric field, only one type of superlattice diffraction spots, 1/2{ooo}, remains visible in the electron diffraction pattern, indicating that only R3c phase remains. So, electric field is able to transform the mixed phases, including R3c and P4bm phases with nanometer-sized domains and the Pm3 _ m cubic phase which is hard to detect through SAED, into
R3c phase with large lamellar domains. The real temperature of the TEM specimen is slightly higher than room temperature due to the heating effect of electron beam, so the in situ TEM experiment actually reveals the microstructural change under electric field around the maximum ∆T. Thus, our in situ TEM result demonstrates the combination of mechanisms which contributes to the good ECE in BNKT-2.5Nb.
The frequency dispersion in dielectric constant (Fig. 4) in both BNKT-2.5Nb and BNKT-1.5Ta corroborates with their relaxor nature. In the prototype relaxor, Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-xPbTiO3, Pm3 _ m↔R3m phase transition evolves from first-order in pure PMN to second-order as PT doping increases. 42 Similarly, our materials, in which BKT are doped into BNT, likely have a second-order P4bm ↔ R3c transition. 43 Moreover, in PMN-based relaxor, there exists a critical applied field below which the phase transition stays first-order and above which it tends to be second-order. 44 In Fig. 6(a) and (e), the order parameter (polarization) shows no sudden drop with temperature even under zero field. Thus, the phase transition in our materials are closer to second order in which the energy barrier between R3c and P4bm is quite low and easy for the electric field to overcome. As a result, the low energy barrier enables electric field to stabilize ferroelectric order readily, which makes the maximum ∆T shift towards high temperature with increasing field and finally appear at temperature above Td. 45 Compared to BNKT-2.5Nb, BNKT-1.5Ta has a much broader Tspan but lower ∆T. This is consistent with some earlier works which suggest that temperature dependence of ∆T can be reduced at the cost of ∆T's magnitude. 46 However, as discussed in last paragraph, phase transitions in both BNKT-2.5Nb and BNKT-1.5Ta are quite continuous. Therefore, we cannot use transition order to differentiate their electrocaloric properties. A closer examination of Fig.   6 (h) indicates that under 10 kV/cm, one single peak exists at 29.5 o C. As the field is increased, a second peak around 70 o C starts to emerge. Under 50 kV/cm, two peaks are unambiguously visible and somehow overlapping, making the Tspan much broader. This can be better seen in the Tspan vs. E plot for both BNKT-2.5Nb and BNKT-1.5Ta shown in Fig. 8 . Under 10 kV/cm, the Tspan values are almost equal in the two ceramics. Tspan increases with the applied field in BNKT-1.5Ta but keeps nearly field-independent for BNKT-2.5Nb. This distinction proves that the broader Tspan in BNKT-1.5Ta is attributed to the extra peak emerging under higher applied fields (>10 kV/cm). Interestingly, the second peak under 50 kV/cm is even slightly higher than the first one. Therefore, the maximum ∆T in BNKT-1.5Ta appears at 70 o C instead of the temperature around Td, like BNKT-2.5Nb.
This "dual peaks" phenomenon is not rare in relaxors and was explained by the alignment of polar nano-regions (PNRs) under electric field. 4, 47 In order to verify its validity in our materials, the polarization current density (J) vs electric field (E) curves of BNKT-2.5Nb and BNKT-1.5Ta
are determined by taking the derivative of the polarization with respect to time, i.e., dp(t)/dt ( C, EJ1 continues to increase, but the peak for J1 anomaly has exceeded our applied field, so we simply do not show the data for the higher temperature range (Fig. 9(c) ). However, in BNKT-1.5Ta, EJ1 increases before which is close to the R3c/P4bm MPB, while that for BNKT-1.5Ta is 0.8BNT-0.2BKT which is relatively closer to the P4bm/P4mm MPB. This is evidenced by the more pronounced shoulder of (002)pc diffraction peak in BNKT-1.5Ta than BNKT-2.5Nb (inset of Fig. 1 ). According to our previous study, the field-induced phase transition pathway depends upon the composition within the MPB. 51 So, the phase transition in BNKT-2.5Nb and BNKT-1.5Ta around room temperature, which leads to the giant electro-strain and decent ∆T (the first peak for BNKT-1.5Ta), can have different nature. This may also account for the difference in their d33* and ∆T/∆E. Apart from that, ferrielectric phase persists till lower temperatures in BNKT-1.5Ta than BNKT-2.5Nb ( Fig. 5(b) and (d)) and the ½{ooe} supperlattice spots are more discrete than ½{ooo} in BNKT-1.5Ta ( Fig.   2(b) ). So, P4bm phase is more dominating in BNKT-1.5Ta, which probably gives rise to the P4bm nanodomains coalescence rather than phase transition around 70 o C.
Giant electro-strains and large electrocaloric responses are realized simultaneously in our materials, which makes them more promising, as multifunctional materials are always desired.
Presumably, an even more attractive ∆T could be reached in BNKT-2.5Nb or BNKT-1.5Ta thin films due to much higher dielectric breakdown strength. When the films are confined by the substrate, giant electro-strains will likely generate large internal stresses, which in turn will affect the electrocaloric effect. 52, 53 Thus, BNKT-2.5Nb and BNKT-1.5Ta can be further explored as multifunctional thin film materials in which properties could be mutually tuned.
V. Conclusions
The electrocaloric effect in both BNKT-2.5Nb and BNKT-1.5Ta ceramics, which are found to display giant electro-strains and large-signal piezoelectric coefficients, is evaluated indirectly.
BNKT-2.5Nb displays a large ∆T = 1.85 K, ∆S = 2.83 Jkg 
